January 2023 – National Radon Action Month
Safety Policy, and Recordkeeping

**Environmental**
- [EPA Information on All Topics and Regions](#)

**Radon**
- [EPA](#)
  - [Radon Information Page](#)
- [YouTube Video on Radon](#)

**Safety Policy Review**
- [OSHA PPE Fact Sheet](#)
- [ISRI Personal Protective Equipment Video](#)
- [OSHA's Top Ten Citations](#)
- [OSHA Training Requirements Manual](#)

**Recordkeeping**
- Dates for posting:
  - [February 1](#) - Beginning of time when employers must post summary of injuries and illnesses recorded the previous year (until April 30)
  - [March 2](#) - Covered employers must electronically submit 2022 Form 300A information
  - [OSHA Recordkeeping Submission Information](#)
- What is recordable
  - [OSHA Recordkeeping Requirements](#)
  - [OSHA Recordkeeping Frequently Asked Questions](#)
- What requires call to OSHA
  - Amputation (within 24 hours)
  - Loss of eye (within 24 hours)
  - In-Patient Hospitalization (within 24 hours)
  - Fatality (within 8 hours)
  - [OSHA Information on What and When to Report](#)